
Complete Security 
Unleashed: Secury360
Solves, Secures, Succeeds
Secury360 stands at the cutting edge of the security technology, a pioneering force that's reshaping 

the very landscape of perimeter detection. Our solution, as precise and proactive as it is intuitive, 

upgrades existing camera systems and integrates smoothly with control room workflows, elevating 

them to new levels of capability.

Choosing Secury360 means more than investing in a product - it's aligning with a revolution. Like 

joining an expedition to the summit, you're part of an exciting journey where advanced technology 

meets impeccable service, ensuring unparalleled peace of mind. With Secury360, we climb together 

towards the future of security technology. 



The box.

The S360 box contains the best hardware, which can also run VMS 

like Nx. All at once, no extra PC needed. The box software is 

compatible with all types of cameras - they don't even have to be 

smart. As long as they are HD, end- users can get started! 

Contact us at info@secury-360.com or visit www.secury-360.com for more information.

The Portal.

Our portal keeps it simple. And our partners love us 

for it. Some time-saving features our partners value:

• Manage cameras directly

• Automatic monitoring/disarming

• User roles with permissions

• Graphical detection overview

• Up to 30-day clip viewing

• Detailed event logs

The App.

In the era of smart technology, the Secury360 app provides 

on-the-go access and streamlined control for modern users. 

Key features include:

• Instant alerts for swift responses

• Geo-fencing for location-based automation

• Real-time insights on security events

• Detailed event logs

Designed and made in Belgium
Passive cooling for enhanced reliability and noise
reduction

Low power and bandwidth consumption Custom motherboard

Integration has never been easier Internal IO

Future-ready camera expansion 4G on-board

VMS function with Network Optix 5 years warranty

Expanded storage capabilities with 3.5” HDD with drive bay Little bandwidth of 3.2 GB standard, 2 GB when 4G is
active
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